Horizontal transmission dynamics of a glycoprotein G deficient candidate vaccine strain of infectious laryngotracheitis virus and the effect of vaccination on transmission of virulent virus.
Infectious laryngotracheitis virus (ILTV) is an alphaherpesvirus that causes acute respiratory disease in chickens worldwide. The virus is horizontally transmitted and causes large outbreaks of disease. Recent studies have shown that a glycoprotein G deficient candidate vaccine strain of ILTV (ΔgG ILTV) is safe and protects birds from disease following challenge with virulent virus. This study examined the transmission dynamics of this candidate vaccine and of ILTV in field and experimental settings. The reproduction ratio (R₀, average number of secondary infectious cases from a typical infectious case) was calculated from the growth rate of disease epidemics in broiler flocks. Assuming a latent period of 2 days and an infectious period of 4 days R₀ was estimated to be 2.43 (95% CI 2.25-2.69). In experimental settings the transmission characteristics of ΔgG ILTV were similar to those of wildtype virus, and importantly ΔgG ILTV remained safe following one in vivo passage and subsequent infection via contact-exposure. There was minimal transmission of wildtype virus in vaccinated birds. The findings from this study further demonstrate the suitability of ΔgG ILTV for use as a live attenuated vaccine. Knowledge of the basic reproduction ratio of ILTV will be valuable for future studies that aim to improve disease control using vaccination programs.